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Chapter 1 : History of Africa - JH Libraries
In a single volume, History of Africa offers readers a richly illustrated narrative introduction to the history of the entire
continent, from earliest times through to the present day.

Beginning with the evolution of mankind itself, the book traces the history of Africa through the millennia of
the ancient world to the centuries of medieval and modern Africa. The clear and simple language the wealth of
carefully chosen maps combine to make an essential and accessible text. He covers in great detail and quality
of the relationship between Africa and Islam as well as the nature of slavery and apartheid. He covers the slave
trade in quite a bit of detail, explaining the value of the African as a marketable commodity. He also explains
the origins of apartheid as a colonial parting gift that became entrenched racist national policy for more than
fifty years. Absolutely outstanding for survey courses! There are 29 chapters from pre-history to
post-independence Africa. The maps are excellent - the best I have seen. The book does not get bogged down
into too much detail but has the most important concepts, people and events. We use it at the Air Force
Academy every year with no plans to change in the near future. Admirable Intention By Robert Orion on Jan
22, The book is written from an African point of view, which is badly needed in the current world of
academia. Shillington does a great job of portraying things from the "other side". The only defect is that he can
sometimes be too sympathetic to the other side and penalize westerners, giving the book a slight bias. Despite
this, it is an excellent book for getting a look into African history from another angle. Excellent survey for the
first-time reader A Customer on Nov 25, Extremely well written and hard to put down. Shillington has an
obvious affection for Africa, but I expected it and allowed for it. I would like to have seen more maps, with
less information on each map. Now in a third edition, it has more useful features than any competitors.
Numerous superb illustrations present images ranging from rare to famous. The maps are even better, allowing
readers to locate places, peoples and developments precisely. His sober, balanced approach is sometimes dry,
but the style is always readable. Publisher and author claim that "History of Africa" is both a high school and
college text, but plentiful not excessive detail makes it a challenge for all but the most advanced secondary
students. More direct quotations from oral and written sources would improve the book, but this is a minor
problem remedied by using supplementary materials. Lastly, the cost is reasonable, less than half the average
for comparable surveys of Western Civ or US history. This volume will satisfy the curiosity of the general
public too. Good general overview By David Withun on Nov 16, I have to be honest and admit that until
reading this book I was very uninformed about the history of Africa outside of Egypt and Ethiopia and in any
other periods than the ancient and Medieval. This book was a great general introduction to the history of
Africa from the dawn of man through to modern times. The illustrations and pictures, both modern and
historic, that were featured were very helpful in bringing the subjects to life. The flow of the text itself helped
very much in connecting the dots and helping me to understood the flow of African history from one event,
period, person, etc. Overall, I would recommend this is a good general introduction to the history of Africa
that would come in use to someone who, like me, knew little to nothing about the history of this great
continent. Lastly, the cost is quite reasonable, less than half the average for comparable surveys of Western
Civ, US or world history. Adapted from my review of the edition. Wonderful book By Jenndaily on Dec 28,
This book is full of great information, pictures, maps, and diagrams, and is written in a way that everyone can
understand. It teaches the history of the continent, in turn teaching the history of humankind, with so many
interesting facts on each and every page. Did you know that the Nilo-Saharan people began domesticating
cattle as much as 1, years before their Asian neighbors? Shillington builds a lucid case that the decline of the
Egyptian civilization coincided with a shift away from trade and toward imperial domination -- which failed
over long distances. Each chapter provides a clear perspective and a compelling read. High praise for a
textbook! At many points, such as the crisis in the newly independent Congo, he exposes the bias of
previously prevailing accounts. For example, we have this typical item concerning Sudan in the mids: Across
Africa, the companies and governments of the both colonial and post-colonial eras launched massive schemes,
supposedly for the development of Africa: The armies and police forces evicted farmers from their land,
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enforced economic and political monopolies, and crushed any customers who protested. Shillington does offer
glimpses of a different emerging reality, where businesses and governments have to earn rather than enforce
support from the customers. The whole story has both hopeful and disturbing implications for the global future
of corporate and political power. How does a "for profit" system work when the leaders of great institutions
have little but contempt for their workers and customers? And how does that change? Berber or Arab but
consistently fails to capitalize Negro. I think it represents some unconscious bias. Into Africa By Toronto on
Aug 10, This is an excellent book, clear text, well organized, and with great, great maps the best integrated
book of maps I have run across in a long time. I have a reasonable grasp of African history, but I learned a lot
-- even from a book supposedly for high school students -- it is pretty up to date. Good illustrations, very well
chosen all in black and white, if you care. My only quibble is that it would have been nice to have had a
climate change map of the period 30, BCE to the recent present so as to support the discussion. The book is
fair handed in its survey and appraisal of the colonal and post-colonial history, up to The book is easy to read
By Ali on Mar 05, Very accurate literature. The book is easy to read, and is organized as expected. If the
theory of evolution offends you, please be warned, the first few chapters talks about that subject. Holland on
Jul 07, This book was a requirement for school but found it to be a dense read. Usually, I enjoy my textbooks
and sometimes purchase them but I am happy to return this book. It arrived late but in good condition. Add a
Book Review Book Summary: The title of this book is History of Africa and it was written by Kevin
Shillington. This particular edition is in a Paperback format. This books publish date is Unknown. It was
published by St. To buy this book at the lowest price, Click Here.
Chapter 2 : History of Africa by Kevin Shillington ()
KEVIN SHILLINGTON is an independent scholar. He trained history teachers at the University of Botswana in the s and
his years of teaching experience in Africa have included African History at secondary school and university level.

Chapter 3 : History of Africa - Kevin Shillington - Google Books
Shillington's "History of Africa" serves its purpose; namely, an introduction and historical survey of the history of Africa
from ancient to modern time. The historical accuracy of the text - especially concerning the time before the bronze age is seriously dubious, and moot at best.

Chapter 4 : History of Africa by Kevin Shillington | Companion site by Palgrave Macmillan
Kevin Shillington is the author of History of Africa ( avg rating, ratings, 11 reviews, published ), A History of Southern
Africa ( avg r.

Chapter 5 : Encyclopedia of African History - Wikipedia
History of Africa offers a richly illustrated narrative introduction to the whole scope of this vast and evolving history. Now
in its fourth edition, this much-loved text from a leading authority has been thoroughly updated and refreshed to be even
more student-friendly.

Chapter 6 : History of Africa by Kevin Shillington (, Paperback, Revised) | eBay
In a single volume, History of Africa offers readers a richly illustrated narrative introduction to the history of the entire
continent, from earliest times through to the present day. Building on the book's established reputation and success, this
third edition has been revised and updated throughout in the light of new research and recent events.

Chapter 7 : History of Africa by Kevin Shillington
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Shillington did his postgraduate teacher training at the University of Zambia, located in Lusaka, Zambia. He holds a
Master of Arts and Doctor of Philosophy in African history from the University of London.

Chapter 8 : - History of Africa by KEVIN SHILLINGTON
Study History of Africa discussion and chapter questions and find History of Africa study guide questions and answers.
History of Africa, Author: Kevin Shillington - StudyBlue Flashcards.

Chapter 9 : History of Africa by Kevin Shillington | Companion site by Palgrave Macmillan
History of Africa remains the essential text for anyone with an interest in this remarkable continent and its fascinating
past. In a single volume, History of Africa offers readers a richly illustrated narrative introduction to the history of the
entire continent, from earliest times through to the present day.
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